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Glossary on Kalinga Prize Laureates

[Born : June 1932, Mexico......]

UNESCO – Kalinga Prize Winner – 1974

Dr. Luis Estrada Martinez

One of the Pillars of Scientific Spreading in Mexico

I believe in that the spreading of science is an average one for the formation
of the person.

I believe in that science is a comunicable knowledge, that must be elaborated with spirit
of participation and in benefit of all.

I believe that it is possible to distinguish science from the technology .
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Dear Dr Mishra:

As I inform you I am not able to write in this moment an almost full and actual bio-data of
myself. I sent you a copy of the page concerning the citation of my prize published by the
UNESCO and I suggest you just to add the following:

1. I am still being a professor of the National University of Mexico and in my labor my main
concern is the recognition of the communication of science as an academic category.

2. I am leading a little group working in the public understanding of science whose more
visible product in this moment is the maintenance of the web site “cienciorama”

3. I am engaged, with academic support of the Seminario de Cultura Mexicana (Seminar of
Mexican Culture) of which I am a Titular Member, in the promotion  of science as a part of
the human culture.

Adjoint to this e-mail you’ll find two portraits with the suggestion that you use the most
appropriate for your publication.

I am sorry in sending you a poor response to your kind invitation. Nevertheless I hope it will
be useful for your enterprise.

Sincerely yours,
Prof Luis Estrada

“Luis Estrada”
<lestrada@servidor.unam.mx>

E-mail Communincation of Prof. Luis Estrada
To

Dr. Chitt a Ranjan Mishra, Dated- 26.06.2007
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LUIS ESTRADA MARTINEZ
Kalinga Prize 1974

UNESCO’s Director-General, Mr . M’Bow (Lef t),
Presenting the Kalinga Prize to Dr . Estrada.

Concerned about the gulf of ignorance separating
the tiny minority with some scientific training from
the vast majority having little or no knowledge of
science, Luis Estrada, a professor at the National
Autonomous University of Mexico (known by its
Spanish initials as UNAM), established in 1968
Fisica, a periodical dedicated to the systematic
vulgarization of science. After two difficult years,
Fisica attracted support from UNAM and the
National Council for Science and Technology and
was able to broaden its scope, reflected in its current
title, Naturaleza.

In 1970, UNAM’s directorate-general for cultural
propagation established a science department, and
Estrada was appointed to head it. In addition to the
usual conferences and exhibitions, Estrada
introduced “coffee house chats” and “talks” to bring
together scientists and laymen, including many

students, to discuss particular issues and not only
from the scientific point of view. Some of these
discussions have been animated by audio-visual
presentations, including puppet theatre and circus
acts. He has also promoted science clubs and fairs.

Estrada obtained his Ph.D. in physics from UNAM
in 1956 an taught physics there, except during brief
assignments with other universities. He had
specialized training at the Massachusetts Institute
of Technology (Cambridge, USA) from 1958 to 1960,
and he was appointed “assessor” at the National
Institute of Nuclear Energy, Mexico, in 1962.

Born in Mexico in June 1932, Luis Estrada is the
youngest Kalinga Prize Laureate during the Prize’s
first 25 years. He was awarded the Prize in 1974
exaequo with Jose Reis.
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“THE SPREADING OF SCIENCE IN A UNIVERSITY”

Dr Luis Estrada Martinez
Center of Applied Sciences and

Technological Development

In the round tables he is frequent to hear the
complaint of the last one in taking part consisting of
which their preceding ones already said everything.
With base in this experience I have requested to be
the last one in speaking hoping that everything is
this. In effect, in this table and other sites and
occasions, everything has been said and as also
everything follows equal, I suspect that we are
understanding in different forms the words that we
repeated. Therefore, with the pretension to contribute
something to this table, I will try to repeat much of
already this.

I will begin to reiterate that the spreading of science
is a tendiente work to make available of a general
public the scientific knowledge. I will also repeat
that this knowledge is characterized by the followed
procedure to obtain it and that in many occasions
this way teachers to us more than the obtained
results. For that reason the publishing ones of
science insist on showing, like essential part of their
work, the procedures followed in the scientific
research. Finally I will say that, apparently, already
all we accepted that science is a part of the culture.

With the saying I feel forced to make some
explanations. I am using the concept of scientific
knowledge like a synonymous one of science? Hablo
of investigation procedures to elude the idea of
scientific method? What is science and what is
culture? Although already I showed my feeling of
obligation I will not try to respond those questions
nor to follow my list of repetitions, because the
saying is sufficient to channel the isolated and
disconnected reflections that I have decided to
expose here.

First, Desire to share a knowledge can be made in
many forms and places. In our means he is usual

to associate the knowledge acquisition with the
schools, although one begins to accept other forms
to obtain it. Nevertheless science continues being
thing of the school and what it is taken care of more
it is that its presentation is made in agreement with
the scholastic level.

In the diffusion of science other forms have taken
terrain, like the museums, but most of those other
forms they follow inserted in our country in the
average student. We do not forget that here we are
reunited by the interest of a university renovation.
What I want to make clear is that we are considering
here activities of spreading of science supported,
prepared and presented/displayed by a university.

Second. The common thing is to justify the work of
spreading of science with arguments to support the
development of the scientific research. Thus one
begins to affirm that science is an essential factor
of the development of the countries and that in our
country still very is reduced, that science is an
economic value and that the industrialists are not
conscious of it and she is wanted to resort, with
these and other similar arguments, to the spreading
of science to remedy such deficiencies. It is
repeated that there is to promote scientific vocations
in the young people and who there are to be on  the
awares to the industrialists and whom that stops
the spreading of science is a powerful aid.

Third. Recently two qualities have spread more:
science is amused and its spreading is healthy
entertainment. It seems that there is to vindicate to
science being erased memories caused by the
boredom that some we felt when we had to attend
some classes of science, specially those of physics.
Also it is necessary to already take advantage of
the remarkable interest our great public by presented/
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displayed subjects of science in massive means of
communication like the obtained one in the television
by some chapters of the Discovery Channel, that
call plus the attention that always present others in
the common programmings of our gratuitous
television stations.

It is not either necessary to forget that the increasing
population of our city requires of more and better
spaces of relaxation and diversion and that our
university always has contributed to the ample and
good distribution of the culture.

Fourth. Varied the greater attention to the necessity
of and more currículos is something that does not
have to be left to a side. Although many complain
which the formation and “cultural” experience is
something that counts very little in currículo, the
addition of these merits is every greater time.
Without considering that some assure that this
phenomenon is only part of a necessary growth as
large as currículo, lately they have appeared signs
very clear of desire to participate seriously in that
class of activities and to acquire a good formation
to carry out them.

The increase of supplies and opportunities, like
graduated and masters, in the field of the spreading
of science are a good example. Very related to this
subject it is the restlessness that many describe
like the “profesionalización” of the spreading of
science, since this one gives to the interest by that
activity another university quality.

I will not add to more subjects of reflection because
desire to make specific my participation in this table.
I want before to leave based that what is repeated
“by something repeats” and that the subjects that I
mentioned  not only are pertient, reason why it is
not necessary to scorn them, but that they have
influenced more than what commonly it is
recognized in the development of the activities of
spreading of science in our University. Nevertheless,
I insist on external the opinions that I try to give.

Science is a knowledge and as so it is educative
matter. By east nature knowledge is not static and
the present scientific research not only increases it
but also it corrects it, it needs and it deepens. Still

more, in the recent times the tendency to the
confrontation of specialized knowledge and the
interdisciplinary collaboration has increased in very
remarkable form. I repeat again that the scientific
knowledge is derived from a procedure that is to
him own, that is communicable and that can be
taught at least with the example and the work in
equipment.

A university is, fundamentally, an educative center
and the scientific knowledge is, now more than ever,
an essential knowledge. I must emphasize that a
specialized, increasing knowledge and in permanent
evolution, like science, it requires for his
accomplishment of a space and an atmosphere that
in our means only can give, so far, our University. I
must also stress that the calls “sustantivas
functions” of our house of studies-teaching,
investigation and diffusion of the culture are all
necessary for the case of science. Nevertheless, I
must also indicate it, the exercise of them in the
subject that concerns to us does not have to be
made mechanically and only “fulfill”. Of equal way I
must mention at least that that division of university
functions, as now is practically applied, is, in the
case of science, artificial and anachronistic, reason
why he is urgent to review it and to update it.

The revision and update of the university functions
are a responsibility of our University that never has
been denied, although only weakly exerted. It is
possible to emphasize that it is an academic work
that must be developed with tranquility and spirit of
approach, understanding, collaboration and search
of consensuses.

It is a task of educated people-it entiéndase: people
with a good university formation that they have
accepted to educate the new generations and who
have shown to know how to exert well their
commitment and to apply it with wisdom. I do not
create to deceive me when thinking that our
University has very many of those people and who
they only hope the opportunity to act. I hope and I
trust that this one is a good moment to excite them
to build. And as for the spreading of science in our
university, permítan me no longer to repeat more.

q
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QUOTES OF
Prof. LUIS ESTRADA

n I believe in that science is a comunicable
knowledge, that must be elaborated with spirit
of participation and in benefit of all.

n Science is as useful as to know how to read
and to write and as useless as it could be the
beauty.

n Science is a part of the culture of any town
although to this one it has been classified to
him like “of tradition humanist”.

nnnnn I believe in that it is possible to maintain
favorable means to science and to lay the
foundations a tradition that includes it in
explicit form.

n Science is a human activity in that also appears
doubts, prejudices, illusions, anguishes and
hopes.

n To know of the scientific world is part of our
right to the information; that this knowledge is
not deformed is a responsibility of the
scientists.

nnnnn I believe in that the spreading of science
is an average one for the formation of the
person.

n The spreading of science helps to really develop
a “criterion” that will allow to distinguish the true
thing of the false thing and it signs it of the
doubtful thing.
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n The spreading of science favors the
confrontation of the diverse points of view, allows
to the exercise of the critic and aid to the
understanding of the different positions.

n The spreading of science helps to become
aware greater from our place in the world,
specially when clarifying our interdependence.

nnnnn I believe that it is possible to distinguish to
the science of the technology .

n To reduce the scientific knowledge to useful
formulas to create new products and devices
is to deny all importance to him.

n The scientific knowledge can help us to live
better in a civilization conformed by the
technology and programmed on hidden way.

nnnnn I believe in the spreading of science like a
work of permanent education, that helps
to renew the knowledge of the
profesionistas and complements the
scholastic activities.

n The spreading of science makes participate us
in a experience of continuous renovation
sustained by people it jeopardize in the revision
and the extension of its knowledge.

n The spreading of science helps to distinguish
the excellent thing of the irrelevant thing and it

teaches to us to raise alternatives for the
solution of problems.

nnnnn I believe in that everything is not science
and in which are more things in the sky
and in the Earth of which it dreams our
philosophy .

n It will be necessary to look for everywhere the
sense of the life and to decide in what sense
we wished to progress.

n Nevertheless, our future also depends on
science and will have to be constructed with
the effort and agreement of all.

Therefore, I invite our readers to reflect about
the spreading of science and to unite efforts so
that this work fructifies in our country.

Article published in Nature (vol.13 Num. 6, p
273-274, December 1982)

Luis Estrada is one of the pillars of the
spreading of Science in Mexico. At the moment
he directs the Seminary of Mexican Culture, is
member of the Center of Applied Sciences and
Technological Development of the UNAM and
coordinates the project Subjects of
Contemporary Science.

Comment aries:  lestrada@servidor.unam.mx


